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Abstract. This paper presents a statistical system for resolving bridg-

ing descriptions in French, a language for which current lexical resources
have a very low coverage. The system is similar to that developed for
English by [20], but it was enriched to integrate meronymic information extracted automatically from both web queries and raw text using
syntactic patterns. Through various experiments on the DEDE corpus
[8], we show that although still mediocre the performance of our system
compare favorably to those obtained by [20] for English. In addition, our
evaluation indicates that the dierent meronym extraction methods have
a cumulative eect, but that the text pattern-based extraction method is
more robust and leads to higher accuracy than the Web-based approach.
1

Introduction

Bridging descriptions are a special kind of anaphora whose interpretation requires not only identifying an antecedent, but also inferring a specic relation
linking it to the anaphor [6]. In this paper, we focus on mereological bridging
anaphora (that is, cases wherein the inferred relation is a part-whole relation).
An illustrative English example is given in (1):
(1)

The car will not move. The engine is broken.

The resolution of bridging anaphora currently represents one of the most challenging tasks in discourse processing. It is considerably much harder than standard coreferential anaphora resolution for which shallow predictors (like distance,
string matching, or morphosyntactic agreement) have been shown to be rather
eective [15,25,18]. Part of the challenge is due to an important information bottleneck. Lexical resources like WordNet are still too poor and uneven in coverage
to provide a realistic solution [22]. In turn, more recent approaches to bridging
resolution have turned to web-based extraction methods to ll this knowledge
gap [4,20]. To date, the most complete and best-performing approach combines
focus and lexical distance predictors using machine learning techniques [20].
While there has been a lot of research on resolving bridging anaphora in
English [22,28,4,20], much fewer work exist for other languages (see [27] for an
attempt on German). In this paper, we develop a system that performs bridging

resolution in French; to our knowledge, this is rst such system for this language.
Note that languages other than English, the knowledge gap is even wider, since
lexical resources are typically scarcer. Our system directly builds upon the system developed for English by [20], and enriches it in several ways. First, we
rene the search engine queries to include a wider range of meronym-holonym
extraction patterns (some of them specic to French). Second, and more substantially, we augment the system with an original iterative pattern-based relation
extraction method from raw text.
Our system is evaluated on DEDE [8], a corpus of French denite descriptions
annotated for bridging. Initial experiments indicate that our system achieves
performance that compares favorably to those of [20] for English under the
same simple evaluation protocols. We found that the two meronym discovery
approaches have a cumulative eect for resolution accuracy, and further comparison between the two methods suggests extraction from raw text is less noisy.
But we also show that, when tested in a more realistic setting, the system still
has rather low accuracy (at least for French). Our analysis reveals that the current features are still not discriminative enough, which in turns suggests the need
for acquiring additional relational data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briey presents the
corpus we used. In section 3, we rst describe a free lexical database for French,
as well as our two methods for extracting meronyms. Section 4 details various
experiments wherein we use these dierent resources for bridging resolution. A
detailed comparison of the two extraction methods is given in section 5. Finally, section 6 discusses related work and section 7 oers some conclusions and
directions for future work.
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DEDE: a French corpus for bridging descriptions
1

For this study, we use DEDE , a French corpus annotated with denite descriptions [8], built from Le Monde articles in 1987. The corpus is not only the rst
of its kind in French with a high agreement rate between annotators, but it also
introduces a ne-grained classication of denite descriptions.
The corpus contains

4, 910

descriptions classied in

5

main categories (au-

tonomous, coreferential, associative, situational and non-referential) themselves
further divided into subcategories, so that the corpus provides an appropriate
resource for evaluating a complete system for processing denite descriptions.
As we are solely interested in bridging resolution for now, we only detail the
associative class (that is bridging).
The associative class contains

530

anaphoras of

4

dierent types (see [8]

for details): 322 MERO (meronymy, e.g. a tree/the trunk ), 87 CIRC (modiermodied relation, e.g. Paris/the region ), 97 REL (predicate-argument, e.g. two

robbers/the attack ), 24 MOD (relation introduced by a modier e.g. in July/the
next month ). The MERO subclass involves

1

http://www.cnrtl.fr/corpus/dede/

296 distinct holonym-meronym pairs.

It is worth noticing that the MERO subclass of DEDE collapses together several kinds of part-whole relation: it contains classical component-object relations (e.g., trunk/tree ), unnecessary parts (e.g., wine/diner ), and functions (e.g.,

mayor/city ).
Some of bridging relations involve a proper name as antecedent such as:

steering committee/La Société Générale. That should be taken into account in
resolution. For more details on part-whole relations, please refer to [30,11].

3

Methods for meronymy extraction

Having access to lexical and encyclopedic knowledge is an essential ingredient
for resolving denite bridging, for it is precisely the existence of an inferable
relation that permits bridging. Static databases like WordNet suer from a low
coverage impacting the performance in bridging resolution. In French, similar
databases are even smaller than in English, which further motivates the need for
automatic lexical relation extraction methods. Another point is that bridging
relations do not always correspond to a lexical relation (e.g. fragment/pot, about
archaeology) so that we cannot expect to nd some of those relations in a static
lexicon, but perhaps in texts if their usage is frequent enough.

3.1

A static lexical database

As there is no free equivalent to the Princeton WordNet

2 for French, we use

3
the WOLF database [23], a resource built from WordNet and several multilingual resources. It has a total of

32, 351

synsets, which is more than the French

EuroWordNet (22, 121 synsets), but much less than English WordNet (177, 659
synsets). Crucially, WOLF only covers

WordNet covers

38.8%

2.7%

of meronyms in DEDE, whereas

of the corpus used in [22]. We will see during the exper-

iment that the contribution of this resource in bridging resolution is very small
because of this low coverage. In particular, many lexical distance calculations
will be impossible because of this low coverage.

3.2

Querying meronyms from the Web

Recent approaches to bridging resolution compensate the lack of lexical data by
using web-based methods [4,20] (see also [12,13] for related tasks). The idea is
to query a search engine for syntactic patterns taken to instantiate a particular lexical relation, and use the number of hits returned as an estimate of the
plausibility of that relation. In English, the pattern mostly used to instantiate
meronymy is the X of the Y .

4

We also adopt this method (using Yahoo! ), with some modications. In
French, the equivalent of the X of the Y has dierent realizations depending on

2
3
4

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/wolf/
http://developer.yahoo.com/search/boss/

the grammatical genders and numbers of X and Y. Because we used lemmatized

5

lexical heads, we only took singular Xs and Ys , which gives the three initial
patterns: le X du/de/de la Y .
Because the rst patterns are not in one-to-one correspondence with the
meronymy relation, we dened another set of nine syntactical patterns, based
on the possessive. Our purpose is to combine them to obtain less noisy results.
Dierent settings can be applied to combine the patterns, whether we want a
better coverage or a better precision: we set a threshold that corresponds to
a minimum of nonzero matches among all the patterns required to accept a
meronym candidate. In our experiments, meronym candidates are (potential an-

tecedent, anaphora) pairs for the MERO class of DEDE. The Web-based method
has a very high coverage: with a threshold set at value

1, 92.9% of all meronyms
292/322

were positively identied (=275/296 dierent meronyms in DEDE, or
annotated bridges). We will give more detailed results in section 5.

3.3

Extracting meronyms from raw text

To further alleviate the knowledge gap, we set up a system that iteratively
extracts lexical relations and corresponding syntactic patterns from raw text.
This type of approach has proven quite ecient on problems similar to bridging
[13,2,9,24]. Although it was developed independently, our system is most similar
to [1] in the sense that it alternatively extracts syntactic patterns and pairs.
However, we enhance the system by considering two kinds of pattern: (i) linear
patterns (i.e., a

n-gram between 2
2 words in the

(i.e., a path between

words) as well as (ii) dependency patterns
dependency tree). In the latter case, we use

two kinds of pattern (common ancestor or domination, see gure 1).

Fig.1. Two types of dependency pattern.
We used a preprocessed corpus of

6

142M words from newspaper L'Est

Répub-

licain . The system starts from a database of meronyms and syntactic patterns
(linear or in dependencies) and iteratively extracts new pairs and patterns to enrich the initial database. To avoid to noisy results, we only retain pairs of nouns

5
6

Another reason is the time it takes to query a search engine with meronym candidates: for all the patterns we used, it took more than a week.
http://www.cnrtl.fr/corpus/estrepublicain/

appearing within two patterns or more (about

50, 000 pairs). We also discard all

pairs of patterns occurring less than a threshold of 5 (an empiric value).

Fig.2. Our system for extracting meronyms.
The system was initialized with two dierent types of seed data. When starting with a small set of manually crafted pairs and patterns, it retrieved
(=54) of meronyms in WOLF and

11.5%

0.5%

(=34) of meronyms in DEDE. When

launched with the known meronyms in WOLF (with no patterns), the system
was able to retrieve up to

57/322

16.2%

(=48/296 dierent meronyms in DEDE, or

135
42 dependency patterns), a much better coverage than WOLF

annotated bridges) of distinct meronyms in DEDE (by extracting

linear patterns and

but well below the Web-based method. This will be the nal setting for our resolution system. A more restrictive selection of extracted pairs (e.g. with a ranking
method like in [1]) would have reduced that coverage (some of DEDE meronyms
were not found frequently by the system). But our purpose was mainly to reach
an acceptable coverage while still ltering noisy pairs. Section 5 provides further
comparison between the two extraction methods.

4
4.1

Experiments on bridging resolution
Task and system setup

Our system performs the following task: given a denite description known to
be a meronymic bridging anaphora, nd its correct antecedent among previously
occurring NPs. We avoid the complete inference task on DEDE (jointly resolving
bridging and coreference, nding the lexical relation, and the antecedent) to fully
evaluate the performances of the system (and extraction methods) on meronymy.
Our system relies heavily on [20]. This system uses standard classication
techniques to combine focus features (such utterance distance and rst-mentionhood)

and lexical features (scores calculated from WordNet and Google results). Our
feature set (see Table 1) enriches that of [20] with new lexical features, and
an extra salience feature (salience is enriched by the grammatical function of
the antecedent). WOLF is used to calculate lexical similarity and directly as a
meronymy database. Extracted relations are used as a database (with an associated Yahoo! score for the Web-based method).

group

feature

description

type

utterance distance

# of sentences separating p and a
# of NPs separating p and a
p is the rst mention of a sentence
the function of p (sub, obj, dep, ...)

num

NPs distance

salience

is rst mention
grammatical function

known relations

WOLF meronyms
extracted meronyms

lexical distance

WOLF distance

search engine

Yahoo! score

Table 1. Feature set (

a

(a,p) is a meronymy in WOLF
(a,p) is an extracted meronymy
L(ShortestP ath(a,p))
L(M axLengthP ath(a,p))

or 0 if no path

num
bool
class
bool
bool
num

number of pages, on 12 patterns
num/bool
is the anaphora and p a potential antecedent).

Like [20], we have experimented with a naive Bayes and multi-layer perceptron classier, but we found no signicant dierences in performance. Results
will therefore be reported only for the naive Bayes classier (for which distances
are modelled by exponential laws, and Yahoo! scores by a Gaussian).

4.2

Corpus preprocessing

DEDE corpus was preprocessed in several ways. First, we recovered accentuations: these were absent from the released texts. We performed NPs chunking

7

8

(with TreeTagger ), as well as dependency parsing (using MSTParser ). We also
separated texts in much ner and balanced documents than the originals (original documents contain several articles with non-related topics). All NP chunks
that precede an anaphor in the text are considered as potential antecedents.

4.3

Evaluation and results

We use two dierent types of evaluation procedures. For comparison, we rst
follow the evaluation protocol of [20] and rst report accuracy gures for positive
and negative instances classication (all results were obtained by doing
cross-validations). Under this evaluation we obtain from

7
8

88.12%

http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/

5-fold

(salience only)

We used the retrained version of the MSTParser [14] described in [5].

to

90.0% (all

9

features) . These high scores come in part from the rareness of the

bridging relation, and in turn the overwhelming number of negative instances.
Recall on positives was around

76%

with salience features, and lexical features

did not bring any signicant improvement.

baseline

accuracy accuracy in [20]

1.7%
1.7%
random mention in the previous 5 sentences
1.8%
mention with best yahoo! score
1.9%
mention in rst position with best yahoo! score
2.0%
random mention in the previous sentence
2.0%
random in the previous 5 sentences, rst position
2.0%
best yahoo! score in the previous 5 sentences
3.9%
Baselines comparison with [20]
random (previous) mention

random mention, in rst position of a sentence

Table 2.

4%
13.8%
12%
19%
21.3%
-

A second, more realistic evaluation consists in evaluating the accuracy in
nding the correct antecedent for a given bridging anaphora. For comparison, we
used various baselines similar to those in [20]. As shown in table 2, the accuracy
rates are consistently much lower than for equivalent baselines on Poesio et al.'s
corpus, suggesting that the number of potential antecedents is probably much
higher in DEDE corpus than the corpus used in [20]. Note that the low score
of the baseline based on Yahoo! score suggests that the number of hits is not
necessarily a good indicator.

features

accuracy

7.9%
12.6%
+ Yahoo! score
22.4%
extracted meronyms
23.6%
Overall resolution accuracy results.
salience

+ WOLF (distance/meronyms)

+

Table 3.

We tested our system by successively adding features to the classier (see
table 3). First, note that the salience features make the system better than
the baselines. Lexical features increase performance, and the dierent lexical
resources appear to have a cumulative eect on performance (suggesing that they
are somehow complementary). Under this evaluation, our best system obtains an

9

The best score obtained in [20] among several classier is 79.3%

overall accuracy of

23.6%, which is signicantly lower than the scores reported by

[20] on their corpus

10 but comparatively much better than the baselines11 . The

results were almost the same when ignoring Yahoo! scores and using extracted
meronyms as a database (with a threshold on Yahoo! score to lter noisy pairs).

4.4

Error analysis

Preliminary error analysis reveals that (i) the correct antecedent was in the top

10

candidates (out of

206

on average) in

66, 5%

of cases; (ii) many errors are

due to selecting an antecedent with the same lexical head as the true one; (iii)
the system fails in most cases where the antecedent is a proper name

12 ; (iv)

the system sometimes selects a meronym of the true antecedent (e.g. room/rst

oor/hotel ). These results suggest that current features are still not discriminative enough, and point to a need for acquiring additional relational data using a
more accurate model for selecting new pairs and patterns.

5

Web-based method vs. extraction from text

In order to gain a better understanding of the inuence of the dierent meronym
extraction methods on resolution, we perform some additional evaluation. When
setting up the two methods, we were mainly concerned with maximizing coverage
(to make up for the lack of coverage of WOLF). On that metric alone, the webbased extraction technique clearly outperforms both WOLF and the raw text
extraction. Given that the two approaches produce noisy results, we also have
to compare them on the basis of precision.
The evaluation protocol we propose is simple: all pairs (potential antecedent,
anaphora) of DEDE are tested as meronym candidates (there are

45, 605 dierent

pairs). A pair is marked as positive if it has been extracted by the method,
and negative otherwise. Only meronyms marked in DEDE are considered true
positives, and all the other pairs are negatives. We aware that this evaluation
clearly over-estimates the number of false positives, but the point is meronyms
that are not marked in DEDE are a small portion of all possible pairs and the
aim of this test is to compare the noise of our two methods.
Looking rst at the web-based approach, we compared extracted pairs to

DEDE meronyms. For this, we considered a pair to be extracted if its Yahoo!
score was above an arbitrary threshold. First, we tested all patterns separately
and grouped them by gender variation (results in table 4).

10

11
12

They report an impressive 92.5%, but their evaluation protocol consists in nding
the correct antecedent for 6 anaphora randomly chosen in the evaluation set, which
is absolutely not signicant if not repeated a large number of times (but in that case,
cross-validations would be wiser).
Baselines are the only point of comparison we can have with [20] on this task.
Proper nouns antecedents require a two steps inference (e.g. identify Technip as a
company, identify the meronymy employees/company ).

X
X

d'
de

TP

Y
Y

comb.

du
de l'
de la

X
X
X

Y
Y
Y

comb.

Y
Y
Y

dont le
dont l'
dont la

X

X
X

comb.

Y
Y

et son
et sa

X
X

comb.

de son
de sa

74
245
248

6904
29081
29781

FP

1.06 %
0.84 %
0.83 %

prec.

25.00 %
82.77 %
83.78 %

recall

F1-score

165
69
135
252

16159
6924
13383
28760

1.01
0.99
1.00
0.87

%
%
%
%

55.74 %
23.31 %
45.61 %

1.99 %
1.89 %
1.95%
1.72 %

72
38
47
144

5749
2949
3731
12008

1.24
1.27
1.24
1.18

%
%
%
%

24.32
12.84
15.88
48.65

2.35
2.31
2.31
2.31

100
41
136

7483
3569
10858

1.32 %
1.14 %
%

1.24

85.14 %
%
%
%
%

33.78 %
13.85 %
45.95 %

2.03 %
1.65 %
1.64 %

%
%
%
%

2.54 %
2.10 %

2.41 %

98
7602
1.27 %
33.11 %
2.45 %
X
Y
33
4175
0.78 %
11.15 %
1.47 %
comb.
129
11189
1.14 %
43.58 %
2.22 %
testing patterns independently on DEDE meronyms (best results were bold-

X

Y

Table 4.
faced)

French translations of the X of the Y (X du/de l'/de la Y ) have the best
coverage but one of the lowest precision. Patterns based on the possessive have
a low coverage but they also less noisy. Finally, patterns obtaining the best
F1-score are X et son/et sa Y .
Next we dened a more restrictive criterion to classify meronyms: a pair is
classied as a meronym if it has been observed by the search engine with strictly
more than

x

patterns,

x

13 . From

being a parameter that varies from 0 to 11

the precision, recall and F1 values given in table 5 we see that combining the
patterns leads to a better F1-score than using patterns separately: at

x = 7,

the F1-score has doubled (5.10%) compared to the best F1-score for isolated
patterns. This motivates the use of several patterns with the web-based method.
Now turning to meronyms extracted from raw text (using the settings men-

48 true positives and 1, 096 false positives, which
4.20%, a recall of 16.22%, and reaches a F1 of 6.66%, which is

tioned in section 3, we found
gives a precision of

better than the F1-score for all settings of the web-based method (the comparison is acceptable because, as mentioned in section 4, Yahoo! scores do not have a
strong inuence on the performances of our resolution system compared to using
a threshold on it and considering extracted pairs as a lexical database). Extracting meronyms from text seems not only less noisy than web-based methods, but

13

Value 0 corresponds to combining all 12 patterns by disjunction.

#
#
#

patterns

#
#
#

patterns

#
#
#

patterns

patterns
patterns

patterns
patterns

patterns
patterns

>0
>1
>2

FP

prec.

275
246
193

34319
27664
19661

0.79 %
0.88 %
0.97 %

>3
>4
>5

150
116
72

12718
7569
3926

>6
>7
>8

36
20
7

1452
469
100

# patterns > 9
0
14
# patterns > 10
0
4
# patterns > 11
0
0
testing patterns combinations on

Table 5.
faced)

TP

recall F1-score
92.91 % 1.58 %
83.11 %
65.20 %

1.74 %
1.92 %

1.17 %
1.51 %
1.80 %

50.68 %
39.19 %
24.32 %

2.28 %
2.91 %
3.35 %

2.42 %
4.09 %

12.16 %
6.76 %
2.36 %

5.10 %

6.54 %
0%
0%
-

DEDE

4.04 %
3.47 %

0%
0%
0%
meronyms (best results were bold-

it also has the advantage of being faster than web queries, and the possibility to
exploit more information (e.g. dependency parses or contextual information).

6

Related work

Bridging anaphora resolution was investigated by [28,20,4,27], among others.
Earlier systems were rule-based, while more recent ones use machine-learning
techniques. We can nd similar work (web-based methods) on similar problems
such as nominal anaphora [12] and metonymy [16]. [19] points out the problem of
lack of knowledge with static lexical resources on bridging anaphora resolution
and examines the contribution of lexical extraction techniques on this task.
Pattern-based lexical relation extraction from raw text dates back to [9],
but fully automatic methods have now become available [1]. Recently, many
advances have been made in open information extraction [31,32,10] and can be
also applied to discovering lexical relations.
Extraction of relations from the Web using patterns were used in bootstrapping methods for discovering named entities or relations [3,7] as well as directly
in the resolution of problems requiring lexical knowledge [4,20,12,13].

7

Conclusion and perspectives

We have set up and compared two approaches for extracting meronyms. We
have improved the web-based method for French by using several patterns and
combining them, and we have developed an original method pattern-based extraction method from raw text. We have then used the acquired lexical data as
features in a system for resolving bridging anaphora in the case of a part-whole

relation. In the system, salience is a very relevant feature to localize antecedent
in a region (in restricting the antecedent space), while lexical features must provide a better precision in this region to nd the actual antecedent. However, our
results show that current methods for discovering meronyms are still not sucient to get reach good results in the resolution process. Finally, we have shown
that the web-based method, even when it combines several syntactic patterns, is
more noisy that extraction from raw text although it provides a wider coverage.
Improving the resolution system will rst require more accurate data, both
lexical and encyclopedic. In fact, some of the required data, such as proper
nouns classes, can be retrieved from Wikipedia, and some other data, like lexical
relations between common nouns, might be inferred by relational learning. Then,
transforming Wikipedia into an ontology (like in [26,17]) and relational learning
become central issues for a proper treatment of bridging. While the improvement
of web-based methods appears limited, there are more possible extensions in
relational learning that can be applied to text pattern-based methods. We now
plan to extend these techniques and apply them to denite bridging processing.
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